Environment: In Toruń there are as many rats as there are inhabitants. Outside
of the city there are 10 rats per person.

Intruder with a tail
They are not bothered by the cold and have no problem running across a
hotplate. They can reach the highest floors in apartment buildings and
climb outside through the toilet.
And places affected by moisture are

mostly in the Mokre quarter, near
Kaszownik where a small river flows. All
of these places have the highest
number of rats. But other areas in Toruń
have no shortage of these four-legged
furry creatures. Why? “Because killing
them is one thing. Sealing the building
to make it rat-proof is quite another
matter. Also, some people who try to
do deratization have no idea what they
are doing. They place poison, thinking it
is enough and that is a big mistake.”
Rats love chocolate

Stromidło recalls performing disinfestation in a certain food processing
company. “I spent several days just
testing which bait the rats would
respond to. There are thousands of
poisonous baits: pellets, balls,
rectangles, grains, pastes, cubes, fluids
Jan Stromidło: “I have seen and killed millions of them. But that
etc. In that case they wouldn’t eat any
doesn’t mean that the feeling of disgust is completely alien to me.”
of it. At last, I noticed that they ate
A small hole in the road appeared
The Old Town and Kaszownik
chocolate and I used it. Choosing the
several days ago outside of the
appropriate bait isn’t everything. You
entrance to the “Pomorska” newspaper Stromidło, who holds a degree in
have to check whether new rats haven’t
office on Rejtana Street. There are
sociology, declares himself to be one of
appeared later. For this, so-called
many like it in the entire city. As the
the best in the business. Pride? In his
monitoring stations are used.”
days went on, it grew in size and finally office on Żwirki I Wigury Street, he has a
Rat is a mammal that can sense a
Toruń Water Works crew came in and
huge cabinet filled with documentation
possible place for nesting from 30
cordoned off the area with guard rails.
concerning deratization and disinseckilometers away: it can be a farm, a
But why Water Works and not
tion for large companies.
Municipal Roads Administration?
Concrete is no problem
“Pipes, sewers, heat pipelines – these
are the main spots in the city where
rats appear. If the workers installing
the pipes are lazy, they pour concrete
around the junctions, instead of fitting
them properly. And rats have a field
day. They can sense the weaker spots
where they gather in dozens and start
to chew. A split appears. The tightly
packed soil loosens as it falls through
it. A funnel forms between the pipe
and the surface layer. At some point
the pavement or the road cracks,”
explains Jan Stromidło, the owner of a
disinfestation company. “Rats have no
problem chewing through concrete.
They are equally good with PVC,
copper and lead. The only thing they
won’t touch are cast iron pipes in
good condition and glass. However, it
is a myth they can bite through a
meter-thick armor.”

Among them, there is a leading soft
drink producer, a large confectionery
company, a publicly traded meat
processing company.
In Toruń rats nest mainly in the Old
Town, Kościuszki housing development, Mokre quarter and the area
around Kaszownik. Why in the Old
Town? It is because of the structure of
the buildings – holes everywhere,
wooden roofs and moisture. These are
ideal conditions for rats.

slaughterhouse, a piggery. It needs
food and moisture to live. “ We once
had a job on a farm, where we killed
all of them, except the ones hiding
just beneath the roof. They would
climb onto it to lick water off of the
shingles. We were not able to place
poison there and they wouldn’t come
down. In cases like this you have to
get night vision goggles and just
shoot them. On another farm there
were 10 thousand pigs and four times
as many rats. We transported them on
wheelbarrows and burned them in a
bonfire.”

They are everywhere
According to Stromidło there is no
place where a rat could not reach.
They live next to hot-water
pipelines where the temperature is
high; in the holes beneath kennels
where they have food and water
close by; in the sewers. The can
even run across a burning
hotplate. “They aren’t afraid of
heights either. They are able to
climb to the tenth floor of an
apartment building and emerge
from the toilet or chew through a
plastic elbow under the sink. How
do they manage to climb that
high? Through the sewage pipes
covered in rust and waste which
give their paws great support. A
system which would be completely
rat-proof is yet to be invented.”
According to our expert, large food
processing facilities are mostly
rat-free. “Serious, reputable
companies can’t afford their
presence. If the information that a
rat was seen in their facility leaked
to the press… The issue is really
with small, poorer companies
which don’t have a budget for
professional disinfestation,” he
claims. And this service is not
cheap.
All it takes is a couple of seconds
“In a slaughterhouse, there is a
room for stripping pig carcasses.
After the work is done, the room is
hosed down with water. Because
the remaining pieces are quite
large, the employees open the
drains so it can all wash away
faster. They turn their back for all of
two seconds to shut off the water
and that is when the rat waiting in
the sewer pipe comes out.”

One time, Stromidło was called in country (10 rats per person) where
by a wealthy family from Toruń with there are no big-scale disinfestation
a beautiful clean apartment. “The actions. There is also the issue of
woman called saying that chunks of poverty when people can’t afford
food go missing from her house. I even the most common rat poison.
went there and as I came through
the door, I sensed that people were Rats can be useful
not the only occupants of this
Jan Stromidło advocates against
house. It was the characteristic
smell… And sure enough, under a complete elimination of rats by
means of genetic modification. And
kitchen cabinet there was a nest
not only because that is his
with almost twenty rodents.”
livelihood. “Rats are part of the food
chain, they are a food source for
The trick is to outsmart it
many species. It may sound strange,
Currently used poisons are not just but they can be useful for us. By
any kind of chemical that kills rats living and crawling through old
instantly. “Rodents are smart. That is sewage pipes they prevent
why the chemicals have a 4-5 day blockages and allow free passage.”
delay, so that they won’t figure out “I have seen and killed millions of
that something is not right until it is them. But that doesn’t mean that
the feeling of disgust is completely
too late. Additionally, these
alien to me. Sometimes, remorse
chemicals works to embalm the
also comes into play. After all, I
body, helping prevent rat graves
from becoming breeding grounds eliminated a living creature…”
for bacteria. The poison causes
small blood vessels to burst. Rats
become weaker and finally fall
asleep, permanently.”
Every year, the number of rats
declines. There are considerably less
of them in the cities than in the

